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Abstract

Cephalochordates, the sister group of vertebrates + tunicates, are evolving particularly slowly. Therefore, genome comparisons

between two congeners of Branchiostoma revealed so many conserved noncoding elements (CNEs), that it was not clear how

many are functional regulatory elements. To more effectively identify CNEs with potential regulatory functions, we compared

noncoding sequences of genomes of the most phylogenetically distant cephalochordate genera, Asymmetron and

Branchiostoma, which diverged approximately 120–160 million years ago. We found 113,070 noncoding elements conserved

between the two species, amounting to 3.3% of the genome. The genomic distribution, target gene ontology, and enriched

motifs of these CNEs all suggest that many of them are probably cis-regulatory elements. More than 90% of previously verified

amphioxus regulatory elements were re-captured in this study. A search of the cephalochordate CNEs around 50 developmental

genes in several vertebrategenomes revealedeightCNEsconservedbetweencephalochordatesandvertebrates, indicatingsequence

conservation over>500 million years of divergence. The function of five CNEs was tested in reporter assays in zebrafish, and one was

also tested in amphioxus. All five CNEs proved to be tissue-specific enhancers. Taken together, these findings indicate that even

though Branchiostoma and Asymmetron are distantly related, as they are evolving slowly, comparisons between them are likely

optimal for identifyingmostof their tissue-specificcis-regulatoryelements layingthefoundationfor functionalcharacterizationsanda

better understanding of the evolution of developmental regulation in cephalochordates.
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Introduction

Noncoding DNA includes several classes of functional ele-

ments that are phylogenetically conserved. Some of the

best-known are microRNAs (miRNAs) (Hausser and Zavolan

2014) and their target sequences, long noncoding RNAs of

several types (Fatica and Bozzoni 2014), and gene regulatory

sequences (Guil and Esteller 2012; Nelson and Wardle 2013;

Fatica and Bozzoni 2014). Many of these noncoding elements

have characteristic sequences that can be used to identify

them, but cis-regulatory regions of genes, which consist of

constellations of transcription factor binding sites, are less ste-

reotyped. As they typically reside either in regions flanking

coding sequences or within introns, the initial strategy to iden-

tify them was to clone introns or a few thousand base pairs of

flanking sequences into a reporter plasmid and determine if

the potential regulatory DNA directs tissue-specific expression

in embryos. Once this relatively large piece is determined to

contain a transcriptional enhancer, it can be pared down to
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determine the precise sequences that constitute the enhancer.

This traditional strategy works well but is cumbersome.

Recently, high-throughput approaches based on assessing

chromatin state (methylation and acetylation) (e.g. ChIP-seq)

and accessibility (e.g. DNaseI-seq, ATAC-seq) were applied to

identify potential regulatory elements in the whole genome of

a single species (Valouev et al. 2008; Buenrostro et al. 2013;

Stergachis et al. 2014; Martinez-Morales 2015). However,

such high-throughput approaches without concomitant anal-

ysis of transcription factor binding can lead to high false pos-

itives (Dogan et al. 2015). Neither of these methods directly

addresses the question of how enhancers have changed

during evolution of new traits and new species.

For understanding the evolution of regulatory DNA, com-

parative genomics has been useful. As more and more ge-

nomes became available, computational comparisons of

genomes that are neither too closely nor too distantly related

have identified large numbers of potential regulatory se-

quences, typically a few hundred base pairs long. These con-

served noncoding elements (CNEs) can be experimentally

tested for regulatory activity by linking them to a reporter

gene such as green fluorescent protein (GFP) or LacZ and in-

troducing them into eggs or embryos. This combined ap-

proach of in silico sequence conservation profiling, followed

by elimination of sequences matching miRNAs and other

known elements, followed by in vivo testing of the remaining

sequences for gene regulatory activity has been successful in

identifying many functional cis-regulatory elements (Woolfe

et al. 2005; Pennacchio et al. 2006; McEwen et al. 2009;

Hemberg et al. 2012). Moreover, comparisons of these ele-

ments across larger phylogenetic distances can reveal their

origin and evolutionary fates along different lineages (Lang

et al. 2010; Braasch et al. 2016). In general, many CNEs

seem to be lineage-specific with high turnover rate even be-

tween closely-related species (Meader et al. 2010; Hiller et al.

2012), but some CNEs have been found to be extremely evo-

lutionarily conserved even across different phyla (Royo et al.

2011; Clarke et al. 2012). The evolution of cis-regulatory ele-

ments has been considered to be the all-important factor in

creating phenotypic diversity (Davidson 2011), and while it has

more recently been shown that evolution of proteins is also

highly important (Ono et al. 2014), the evolution of cis-regu-

lation remains key to understanding phenotypic diversity.

One important consideration of studying CNEs via compar-

ative genomics is that if the genome sequences of the organ-

isms being compared are too much alike, the background noise

will be too high for the CNEs to stand out. Conversely, when

the genome sequences are too different, there may be no

conservation outside of coding regions. This is the Goldilocks

principle. The genome sequences of the organisms being com-

pared must differ just the right amount from one another—not

too little or too much. Thus, for vertebrates, whose genomes

are evolving moderately slowly, comparisons between human

and a teleost fish revealed 1,400 CNEs, 90% of which were

functional (Woolfe et al. 2005), while comparisons among

somewhat more closely related vertebrates yielded up to

3,000 CNEs, many of which were verified as functional regu-

latory elements (Ishibashi et al. 2012; Parker et al. 2014;

Martinez-Morales 2015; Yousaf et al. 2015). In contrast, rela-

tively few CNEs were shown by comparisons of the genomes of

fast-evolving tunicates and vertebrates and many of those were

not in syntenic loci (Maeso et al. 2013; Sanges et al. 2013). It

took comparisons between two species within the same genus

that separated only 3 million years ago (mya) to reveal addi-

tional CNEs in tunicates (Doglio et al. 2013). For cephalochor-

dates, which are evolving exceptionally slowly (Yue et al. 2014),

comparisons with fish and mouse identified about 670 such

CNEs but only half of 42 tested for regulatory activity drove

expression in zebrafish embryos (Hufton et al. 2009). However,

with >20,000 genes in a cephalochordate genome (Putnam

et al. 2008), there must be many thousands more CNEs. The

phylogenetic distance between cephalochordates and verte-

brates is evidently too great for most regulatory elements to

be readily identified. This is exemplified by comparison of the

Hedgehog locus between Branchiostoma and vertebrates,

which showed there was virtually no conservation of noncod-

ing DNA sequences. In contrast, comparisons of the Hedgehog

locus among three species of Branchiostoma (Branchiostoma

lanceolatum, Branchiostoma floridae, and Branchiostoma bel-

cheri) revealed altogether too much conservation of noncoding

DNA sequences for regulatory elements to be readily identified

(Pascual-Anaya et al. 2008; Irimia et al. 2012a). Moreover, com-

parison of whole genome sequences of B. belcheri and B. flor-

idae, which diverged about 112 mya (Nohara et al. 2005),

revealed up to 180,000 CNEs (Huang et al. 2014). Many of

these are likely due to insufficient divergence rather than func-

tional constraints. Thus, the genomic sequences of

Branchiostoma species are too close while those of

Branchiostoma and vertebrates are too different for ready iden-

tification of CNEs and understanding their evolution. Therefore,

we compared genomes of Asymmetron lucayanum and B. flor-

idae, which diverged about 120–160 mya. We found that

these genomes differ just about the right amount with approx-

imately 113,000 CNEs. Some of these may not be functional

regulatory elements. If they were, that would mean about five

regulatory elements per gene, which is not altogether unrea-

sonable, as some might be enhancers and others repressors.

Even so, included in this set of CNEs were most of those pre-

viously identified as being conserved with vertebrates. We per-

formed functional tests for five amphioxus CNEs that are not

conserved with vertebrates at the sequence level and con-

firmed that they are indeed regulatory elements. Interestingly,

when expressed in zebrafish, one of these CNEs directed ex-

pression to a domain that normally does not express the gene.

Therefore, while the function of CNEs may be conserved across

wide evolutionary distances, the genes they regulate may not

always be conserved.
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Materials and Methods

Whole Genome Shotgun Sequencing

We used three adult animals (two males and one female) and

22 larvae (from the cross of two of those three adults) for this

study. The adult animals were collected from Bimini, Bahamas

and maintained in the laboratory. The DNA of one male was

used to make the first two libraries—one short-insert (approx-

imately 300 bp) library and one long-insert (approximately

5,000 bp) library. We denoted these two libraries as Aluca4

and Aluca15, respectively. A moonlight regime (Fishbowl

Innovations, Spokane, WA) was used to induce the spawning

of another male and a female. The DNA of this pair with 22 of

their offspring was used to make an additional pooled library

(approximately 300 bp insert size and individually barcoded).

We denoted this library as Aluca39. The genomic DNA of all

samples was extracted by the DNAEasy kit (Qiagen Inc.,

Valencia CA, USA) and sequencing libraries were prepared

by the Nextera kit (Illumina Inc, San Diego, CA, USA), accord-

ing to the manufacturers’ protocols. Illumina paired-end se-

quencing was performed in three separate lanes on the

Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. Aluca4 was sequenced at the

Human and Molecular Genetics Center, Medical College of

Wisconsin (Milwaukee, WI, USA). Auca15 and Aluca39 were

sequenced at BGI (Shenzhen, Guangdong, China). The raw

sequencing data are available from the NCBI SRA database via

NCBI BioProject accession PRJNA280114 and PRJNA301923.

Whole-Genome Shotgun Sequencing Reads Processing
and k-Mer Analysis

For each whole genome sequencing (WGS) library, raw reads

were trimmed by Trimmomatic (v0.32) (Bolger et al. 2014)

and processed by Deconseq (v0.4.3) (Schmieder and

Edwards 2011a) to remove potential contaminations. For k-

mer analysis, the reads from Aluca4 were counted by Jellyfish

(v2.0) (Marçais and Kingsford 2011) using the two-pass

method described in its manual. Different values of k (17,

19, 21, 23, and 25) were explored independently. The multi-

plicity of each k-mer and the number of distinct k-mers given

such multiplicity were summarized.

Whole Genome Shotgun Sequencing Data Assembly

We used Platanus (v1.2.1) (Kajitani et al. 2014) to generate a

de novo assembly for A. lucayanum with trimmed WGS reads

from the Aluca4 and Aluca15 libraries, which were from the

same animal. We chose Platanus because it was designed to

handle highly heterozygous genomes. The maximum differ-

ence for bubble crush (-u) was set as 0.2 following the sug-

gestion of the Platanus user manual for highly heterozygous

genomes. The statistical summary for the assembly result was

calculated by NGSQCToolkit (v2.3) (Patel and Jain 2012). This

genome assembly has been deposited at DDBJ/ENA/GenBank

under the accession LZCU00000000. The version described in

this article is the version LZCU01000000.

Whole Genome Shotgun Reads Mapping

For each animal sample, the software package Stampy

(v1.0.23) (Lunter and Goodson 2011) with “divergence” set

to 10% was used to map trimmed reads to the B. floridae

reference genome (v2.0) (Putnam et al. 2008). The mapping

alignments were further processed with three programs 1)

SAMtools (v0.1.19) (Li et al. 2009), 2) Picard-Tools (v1.106)

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/, last accessed July 20,

2016), and 3) GATK (v2.8-1) (McKenna et al. 2010). Depth

of coverage across the reference genome was calculated by

GATK with a mapping quality cutoff of 20.

RNA-Seq Sequencing and Assembly

The sequencing data from four RNA-Seq libraries used for this

study included the following: 1) pooled A. lucayanum adults

(denoted as asymAD), 2) pooled A. lucayanum 20h-larvae

(phylotypic stage) (denoted as asym20h), 3) pooled B. floridae

20h-larvae (phylotypic stage) (denoted as bf20h), and 4)

pooled B. floridae adults (denoted as bfAD). Details of reads

processing and transcriptome assembly of the two A. lucaya-

num RNA-Seq libraries were previously described (Yue et al.

2014). The raw reads of these two A. lucayanum RNA-Seq

libraries have been deposited in NCBI SRA database via NCBI

BioProject accession PRJNA235900. The raw asymAD tran-

scriptome assembly has been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/

GenBank under the accession GESY00000000 and version

number GESY01000000. The raw asym20h transcriptome

assembly has been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank

under the accession GETC00000000 and version number

GETC01000000. The B. floridae pooled 20h-larvae library

was prepared by the RNA-Seq kit (NuGen Inc., San Carlos,

CA, USA) and sequenced by the Illumina GAII platform

(paired-end 100 bp at the BioGem facility at University of

California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA). About 204 million

raw reads were obtained for the bf20h library. Raw sequences

are in the NCBI SRA database via NCBI BioProject accession

PRJNA280115. The B. floridae pooled adults RNA-Seq library

was constructed by as described by Fidler et al. (2014). The

raw reads were deposited in NCBI SRA database (accession

number: PRJNA215261). We processed the bf20h and bfAD

RNA-Seq data following the same protocol as for the two

Asymmetron libraries: raw reads were processed by

Trimmomatic (v0.32) (Bolger et al. 2014), prinseq (v0.20.4)

(Schmieder and Edwards 2011b), and Deconseq (v0.4.3)

(Schmieder and Edwards 2011a) sequentially to trim the se-

quence and remove potential contamination; Trinity

(r20131110) (Grabherr et al. 2011) and TransDecoder

(http://transdecoder.github.io/, last accessed July 20, 2016)

were used to generate the transcriptome assembly and infer

the likely coding sequences (CDSs). The raw bf20h
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transcriptome assembly has been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/

GenBank under the accession GESZ00000000 and version

number GESZ01000000. The raw bfAD transcriptome assem-

bly has been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank under the ac-

cession GETA00000000 and version number GETA01000000.

Genome Size Estimation

We used the k-mer-based method to estimate the genome

size of A. lucayanum. The k-mer multiplicity distribution curve

contains three peaks: the error peak with multiplicity (0-3), the

heterozygous peak with multiplicity of dk/2, and the homozy-

gous peak with multiplicity of dk, where dk is the k-mer depth

of coverage. We used the 21-mer-multiplicity distribution to

estimate the genome size. Assuming that Nk is the total

number of non-error k-mers (after excluding the error peak

from the k-mer multiplicity distribution), then the genome size

G can be estimated by Nk/dk.

Repeat and Coding Sequence Masking for the B. floridae
Reference Genome

To facilitate CNE identification, we created a copy of a repeat-

and-coding-masked B. floridae genome as follows: we first

performed repeat-masking for the reference genome using

the software package RepeatMasker (open-v4.0.3) (http://

www.repeatmasker.org, last accessed July 20, 2016) together

with the B. floridae’s repeats library (retrieved from http://

genome.jgi.doe.gov/Brafl1/Brafl1.home.html, last accessed

July 20, 2016). Then we masked all the B. floridae CDS regions

based on a previously corrected copy of B. floridae gene an-

notation file (Yue et al. 2014). To exclude potential CDS re-

gions as cleanly as possible, we used Exonerate (v2.2.0) (Slater

and Birney 2005) to align the inferred CDSs from our A.

lucayanum and B. floridae RNA-Seq assemblies to the B. flor-

idae reference and further masked those matched regions.

After masking, the remaining unmasked regions along the

B. floridae reference assembly should represent the noncoding

and non-repetitive portion of the B. floridae genome.

Identification of CNEs Shared between Asymmetron and
Branchiostoma and between Two Branchiostoma Species

Two methods were adopted to identify CNEs shared between

Asymmetron and Branchiostoma. The first is a whole-genome-

alignment-based (WGA-based) method. In this method, we

used the progressive Cactus pipeline (Paten et al. 2011) to

align our fragmented genome assembly of A. lucayanum to

the B. floridae v2.0 reference assembly. To identify highly con-

served regions shared between these two species, the

Asymmetron-Branchiostoma whole genome alignments were

analyzed by VISTA (v1.4.26) (Frazer et al. 2004) with B. floridae

as the reference and the criteria of 45-bp sliding window, 90%

identity, and 45-bp minimal length. The intersection of the

highly conserved regions identified by VISTA and the repeat-

and-coding-masked B. floridae reference genome formed our

preliminary set of WGA-based CNEs. The second method is

cross-species-reads-mapping-based (CSRM-based). In this

method, we took the A. lucayanum-to-B. floridae reads map-

ping alignment and masked all the regions covered by< 5

reads (mapping quality cutoff = 20) along the B. floridae ref-

erence genome. To form our preliminary set of CSRM-based

CNEs, the unmasked regions after such mapping-depth mask-

ing were used to identify the intersections with the repeat-and-

coding-masked B. floridae reference genome.

We annotated the noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) contained in

our preliminary CNE sets with a combination of BLASTN and an

Infernal (v1.0.2) (Nawrocki et al. 2009) search using the wrap-

per script rfam_scan.pl provided by Rfam, against the Rfam

database (v11.0) (Gardner et al. 2011). The miRNAs were fur-

ther annotated by miRBase (Release 21) (Kozomara and

Griffiths-Jones 2013). To further exclude potential coding se-

quences in our preliminary CNE sets, we trained AUGUSTUS

(v3.0.2) (Stanke et al. 2004) with the gene annotation informa-

tion for the B. floridae reference genome and subsequently

performed ab initio gene prediction for our preliminary CNE

sets. This identified likely CDS sequences that were not previ-

ously identified based on the reference B. floridae gene anno-

tation and our four RNA-Seq libraries. After eliminating all

annotated ncRNAs and likely CDS regions, we applied a final

length cutoff of 45 bp for the remaining CNEs to form the final

version of the cephalochordate CNE sets for the WGA-based

method and CSRM-based method. Bedtools (v2.22.0) (Quinlan

and Hall 2010) was used to take the intersection and union of

these two final CNE sets to form another two CNE sets: the

CNEs-intersection and CNEs-union sets. Neighboring CNEs that

are <10bp away were rejoined together as a single CNE. The

raw sequences of WGA-based CNEs for A. lucayanum–B. flor-

idae comparison were deposited at GitHub (https://github.com/

yjx1217/SupplementaryData_for_Asymmetron_CNE_paper_

2016.git, last accessed July 20, 2016).

In parallel, we also identified WGA-based CNEs based on

the comparison between two Branchiostoma species (B. flor-

idae and B. belcheri) for downstream analysis. The genome

assembly and gene annotation information of B. belcheri used

for this analysis were retrieved from http://mosas.sysu.edu.cn/

genome/download_data.php, last accessed July 20, 2016

(v18h27.r3) (Huang et al. 2014). The raw sequences of

WGA-based CNEs for B. floridae–B. belcheri comparison

were also deposited at GitHub (https://github.com/yjx1217/

SupplementaryData_for_Asymmetron_CNE_paper_2016.git,

last accessed July 20, 2016).

Physical Distribution and Functional Association of
cephalochordate CNEs

For each cephalochordate CNE, we examined its physical

position and distance relative to the nearest B. floridae

gene using a 100-kb maximum distance cutoff. This allowed

grouping our cephalochordate CNEs into six classes: intronic,
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5’-flanking, 3’-flanking, equidistant (nearest CDSs were

found in both 5’- and 3’-flanking directions with equal dis-

tance), no flanking (CDSs were found>100 kb away in both

5’- and 3’-flanking directions), and undefined (the flanking

region of these CNEs encountered the end of the corre-

sponding scaffold before reaching the 100-kb distance

cutoff or any CDS). For the cephalochordate CNEs in the

first three classes (intronic, 5’-flanking, and 3’-flanking),

we examined the functional annotation of their nearest pro-

tein coding genes based on BLAST2GO’s annotation

(Conesa et al. 2005). We ranked these genes by the

number of CNEs that they are associated with and selected

the top 5% of this ranked list for examining the enriched

gene ontology (GO) terms. To assess statistical significance,

Fisher’s exact test (Fisher 1922) with false discovery rate

(FDR) correction (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) was used.

Identification of Enriched Motifs in our CNE Sets

We used the de novo motif discovery tool HOMER (v4.7)

(Heinz et al. 2010) to identify the enriched motifs of our

CNE sets. Each discovered motif was searched against the

known motif database collected by HOMER to identify its

best-matched known motifs.

Manual Annotation for Important Cephalochordate
Developmental Genes

Based on previous developmental biology studies on cephalo-

chordates, we selected 50 important cephalochordate devel-

opmental genes (i.e. 12 Hox genes [Hox1-Hox10 and Hox12-

Hox13–Hox11 is partially missing in the B. floridae v2.0 assem-

bly], 5 Parahox genes [EvxA, EvxB, Mox, Cdx, Gsx–Xlox/Pdx is

missing in the B. floridae v2.0 assembly], and 33 other genes

[ADMP/SPTSSB, Ap2, BMP2/4, Brachyury, Bsx, Chordin,

Engrailed, FoxA1, FoxA2/HNF3, FoxD, FoxG1, Gbx, Gli,

Hedgehog, Id, Msx, MyoD, Nanos, Nk2.1, Nk2.2, Nk2.3/4/5,

Nodal, Otx, Pax1/9, Pax2/5/8, Pax3/7, Pax6, Pitx, SoxE, Tbx1/10,

Tbx2/3, Wnt1, and ZNF503/703]). We manually annotated

these genes in the B. floridae reference assembly (v2.0) with

BLAST. The protein domain composition of our annotated

genes was further verified by Pfam v27.0 (http://pfam.xfam.

org, last accessed July 20, 2016).

Orthologous CNEs in Vertebrates

To investigate the evolution of cephalochordate CNEs associ-

ated with those important amphioxus developmental genes

within chordates, for each of the CNEs associated with those

50 genes, we used Lastz (v1.02) (Harris 2007) to conduct

genome-wide searches in seven well-annotated vertebrates: el-

ephant shark (Callorhinchus milii), zebrafish (Danio rerio), fugu

(Takifugu rubripes), frog (Xenopus tropicalis), chicken (Gallus

gallus), mouse (Mus musculus), and human (Homo sapiens).

The genome assemblies (repeat soft-masked version) and

gene annotations (in the gene transfer format [GTF]) of elephant

shark were downloaded from http://esharkgenome.imcb.a-star.

edu.sg/ (last accessed July 20, 2016), and those of all the other

species were downloaded from Ensembl (Release 74). We

masked the CDS regions of these genomes according to the

gene annotations described in those GTF files before the search.

We used a combination of rather low thresholds

(hspthresh = 1,500, gappedthresh = 2,500) in Lastz to max-

imize the sensitivity of our search. A following filter of iden-

tity� 65% and the entropy score � 1.7 were adopted to

filter out most dubious alignments. The entropy score was

calculated in the same way as proposed by Hiller et al. (2012):

Equation 1 for calculating sequence alignment entropy

based on Hiller et al. 2012

X

b2 A;T ;G;Cf g

# of matches f or b in the alignment

# of total matches in the alignment
�

log2

# of matches f or b in the alignment

# of total matches in the alignment

Finally, we applied a stringent syntenic check to filter out

those alignments for which the orthology relationships were

uncertain. We manually inspected the orthologous relation-

ship for the nearest gene of the cephalochordate query and its

Lastz hits in those vertebrate genomes. For each cephalochor-

date CNE query, we only retained those query-hit pairs that

are associated with the same orthologous developmental

genes. The true orthologous vertebrate CNE hits and the cor-

responding cephalochordate CNE query were extracted from

their respective genomes with 100-bp flanking regions at both

5’- and 3’-sides. These extracted orthologous cephalochor-

date-vertebrate CNEs sequences were aligned by MAFFT

(v7.0) (Katoh and Standley 2013) using the “L-INS-i” strategy

and visualized in Jalview (Waterhouse et al. 2009). The core

CNEs were subsequently extracted based on the alignment

sequence identity conservation profile provided by Jalview.

Comparison with Previous Studies

Each B. floridae CNE or regulatory element previously identi-

fied was searched against the B. floridae v2.0 assembly using

Exonerate (v2.2.0) (Slater and Birney 2005). We also built the

LiftOver chain file to facilitate automatic genomic coordinate

conversion between the B. floridae v1.0 assembly and v2.0

assembly using UCSC’s Kent utilities.

Three-Way VISTA Plot

For the genomic regions around ADMP, BMP2/4, Brachyury,

Mox, and Msx genes, we made three-way VISTA plots for

B. floridae, B. belcheri, and A. lucayanum with B. floridae as

the reference. The genome assembly for B. belcheri was ob-

tained from http://mosas.sysu.edu.cn/genome/download_

data.php (last accessed July 20, 2016). We located the geno-

mic coordinates of these five genes in B. floridae based on our

manual annotation and found their orthologous counterparts

Conserved Noncoding Elements in Cephalochordates GBE
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in B. belcheri and A. lucayanum using Exonerate (v2.2.0)

(Slater and Birney 2005). The genomic regions were then re-

trieved with 3–5 kb 5’ and 3’ flanking regions. We aligned the

sequences by FSA (v1.15.9) (Bradley et al. 2009) and used

VISTA (v1.4.26) (Frazer et al. 2004) to visualize sequence con-

servation profile based on the criteria of 45-bp sliding window

and 90% identity cutoff.

Zebrafish Transgenic Experiment

The CNE sequences were amplified from B. floridae genomic

DNA using primers listed in supplementary table S9 and intro-

duced into the ZED vector upstream of the minimal gata2a

promoter and EGFP. To control for the efficiency of transgen-

esis in vivo, the reporter genes contained a second cassette

composed of a cardiac actin promoter driving the expression

of a red fluorescent protein (DsRed). EGFP and DsRed tran-

scriptional units in the ZED vector are separated by an insulator

(Bessa et al. 2009). For transgenesis, the Tol2 transposon/

transposase method (Kawakami et al. 2004) was used with

minor modifications. A mixture containing 30 ng/ml of trans-

posase mRNA, 30 ng/ml of Qiagen column purified DNA, and

0.05% phenol red was injected in the cell of one-cell stage

embryos. Embryos were raised at 28.5�C and staged by hours

post fertilization. Embryos selected for imaging were anaes-

thetised with tricaine and mounted in low-melting agarose.

Images were taken on Leica SP5 confocal microscope.

Amphioxus (B. floridae) Transgenic Experiment

The genomic DNA of Florida amphioxus (B. floridae) was

isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction from an adult indi-

vidual cultured in the laboratory. The amphioxus Msx-CNE

region was amplified from amphioxus genomic DNA by PCR

with FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase, dNTPack (Roche

Applied Science, Indianapolis, USA), and cloned between

the HindIII site and AsiSI site of the reporter construct derived

from the 72-1.27 vector containing the minimal promoter of

B. floridae FoxD (Corbo et al. 1997; Yu et al. 2004). Primers

were 5’-gggAAGCTTcaatacaaacgcgctctgtaaaggtc-3’ (for-

ward primer) and 5’-tctGCGATCGCcaatagttccaaaacggtgg-

tagag-3’ (reverse primer). This construct contains the

amphioxus Msx-CNE region, 593 bp upstream of the ATG

start site of amphioxus FoxD including the TATA box, CCAAT

box, and GC box elements and the first 15 amino acids of the

amphioxus FoxD coding region upstream of the LacZ gene.

Methods for microinjection and staining are according to

Holland and Yu (2004).

Results

Sequencing, Assembly, and Mapping of the Asymmetron
Genome

Illumina sequencing of the three genomic libraries of

A. lucayanum yielded about 351 million paired-end

100-bp reads and 294 million paired-end 90-bp reads

from the Aluca4 and Aluca15 library, respectively, and an-

other 285 million paired-end 100-bp from the Aluca39

library. The completeness of the sequencing was evaluated

by matching our previous A. lucayanum RNA-Seq assem-

blies to the A. lucayanum WGS reads. Of the two RNA-Seq

libraries, about 93.37% and 98.43% of the transcriptome

contigs had significant hits (BLASTN, e-value< 1E-6) with

the WGS reads, indicating that our WGS represented most

of the A. lucayanum genome.

Using the WGS reads from the Aluca4 and Aluca15

libraries, which are from the same individual animal, we at-

tempted de novo whole genome assembly using the software

package Platanus (Kajitani et al. 2014). We estimated the

genome size of A. lucayanum to be approximately

644.45 mb (supplementary fig. S1). Unfortunately, largely

owing to the high polymorphism of the A. lucayanum

genome, the assembled contigs/scaffolds were fragmented.

A total of 141,535 scaffolds (>1 kb) were obtained, for a

combined length of 409.53 mb. The N50 length of these scaf-

folds is 3,567 bp. Only approximately 60% of Asymmetron

reads from our previous RNA-seq study (Yue et al. 2014)

could be placed into the Asymmetron scaffolds (58.47% for

asymAD and 60.64% for asym20h), indicating many assembly

gaps, in contrast to the>90% completeness of raw WGS

reads. Nevertheless, this assembly offers a first draft genome

sequence of A. lucayanum, which will provide the foundation

for more complete assemblies based on additional

sequencing.

We next mapped the WGS reads from the three

Asymmetron genomic libraries to the B. floridae reference

genome (v2.0). The genome-wide average mapping depth

was 3.61X with approximately 9.96% of the genome cov-

ered by � 5 reads (mapping quality cutoff = 20). For the

coding regions (CDS) of the 28,593 B. floridae gene models

in the v2.0 reference assembly, the average mapping

depth is 19.35 with 48.56% of the CDS regions covered

by� 5 reads. Even though the mapping depth was good

for the mapped region, only about 20% of the A. lucaya-

num reads could be mapped to the B. floridae reference

genome, which was fairly consistent across all three WGS

libraries (Aluca4, Aluca15, and Aluca39). This observation

demonstrates considerable divergence between the

Asymmetron and Branchiostoma genomes and indicates

a high probability that the conserved noncoding regions

between the two species were retained owing to func-

tional constraints.

Identification of Cephalochordate CNEs Shared between
Asymmetron and Branchiostoma

To identify the CNEs shared between Asymmetron and

Branchiostoma, we used two independent approaches: 1) a

WGA-based method and 2) a CSRM-based method (fig. 1).
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The WGA-based method assumes colinearity or syntenic con-

servation of CNEs between the species compared, whereas

this positional information was largely uncaptured in the

CSRM-based method. Thus, the WGA-based method is

more stringent and well defined but, given the fragmented

genome assembly of A. lucayanum, it can miss many CNEs.

The CSRM-based method tends to give a more complete

result but the conservation levels of those CNEs are less well

defined. Not surprisingly, after excluding ncRNAs, the first

method yielded fewer CNEs (45,515) than the second

(109,410 CNEs) (table 1 and supplementary files S2 and S3).

The 45,515 WGA-based CNEs account for 4.02 mb (0.84%)

of the B. floridae v2.0 reference genome (480.40 mb after

excluding the sequencing and assembly gaps in the B. floridae

reference genome), while the 109,410 CSRM-based CNEs

covered 15.51 mb (3.23%) of the reference genome

(table 1). We generated another two CNE sets by taking the

intersection and the union of the CSRM-based and WGA-

based CNE sets, respectively (fig. 1). The intersection set com-

prises 40,957 CNEs with a cumulative length of 3.67 mb,

while the union set contains 113,070 CNEs accounting for

3.30% (15.84 mb) of the B. floridae v2.0 reference genome

(table 1 and supplementary files S4 and S5). Fig. 2 shows the

CNEs around the Msx gene using the B. floridae v2.0 assembly

as the genomic coordinate reference. Outside of the coding

regions, there are several conserved regions; of particular note

is the block downstream of the 3’ untranslated region (3’-

UTR), which we experimentally verified to be a functional

CNE (see below).

Cephalochordate CNEs are Enriched in the Proximity of
trans-dev Genes

CNEs typically function as cis-regulatory elements and tend to

cluster in introns or in the immediate proximity of transcription

factors or signaling genes involved in developmental processes

(“trans-dev” genes) (Bejerano et al. 2004; Woolfe et al. 2005;

Vavouri et al. 2006; Vavouri et al. 2007). Therefore, we inves-

tigated the distribution of our identified cephalochordate

CNEs as well as their nearest genes (supplementary files

S2–S5) within a 100-kb radius using the B. floridae genome

as the reference. Because the UTRs of most B. floridae genes

are currently unknown, we marked the boundary of each

B. floridae gene by its start and stop codons and defined

the 100-kb upstream region from the start codon as the 5’-

flanking region, and the 100-kb downstream region from the

stop codon as 3’-flanking region.

By the above definitions, 41–46% of cephalochordate

CNEs are located in introns, while 29–32% and 25–27%

are located in 5’ and 3’-flanking regions, respectively (supple-

mentary table S1). Very few (approximately 0.01%) cephalo-

chordate CNEs are equidistant from upstream and

downstream neighboring genes. The remaining few CNEs

(<1%) are either outside of the 100-kb radius or their

FIG. 1.—A diagram to show the two parallel strategies used in this

study for CNE identification. Starting from the raw reads, a whole genome

assembly of A. lucayanum was generated and further aligned to the

B. floridae reference genome for CNE identification. We refer CNEs iden-

tified by this way as whole-genome alignment-based CNEs (WGA-based

CNEs). Alternatively, another CNE set was generated by directly mapping

the A. lucyanuam reads to the B. floridae reference genome and we refer

these CNEs as cross-species reads mapping-based CNEs (CSRM-based

CNEs). The intersection and union of WGA-based CNEs and CSRM-

based CNEs sets were also extracted.

Table 1

Summary of cephalochordate CNEs identified in this study

CNE set Sequence number Accumulated length Mean length Median length Maximum length

WGA-based CNEs 45,515 4.02 Mb 88.26 bp 66.00 bp 1,524.00 bp

CSRM-based CNEs 109,410 15.51 Mb 141.73 bp 106.00 bp 3,161.00 bp

CNEs-intersection 40,957 3.67 Mb 89.50 bp 67.00 bp 1,524.00 bp

CNEs-union 113,070 15.84 Mb 140.05 bp 104.00 bp 3,161.00 bp
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neighboring genes cannot be identified because the scaffold

boundary was reached before any genes were identified

within the 100-kb flanking radius. For those CNEs located in

the 5’ and 3’ gene flanking regions, there was a strong pattern

of CNE enrichment immediately adjacent the target genes

(supplementary figs S2 and S3). Because of their proximity

to coding regions, many of the CNEs probably represent cis-

regulatory elements, although those within 1 kb of the start

and stop codons are likely in 5’- or 3’-UTRs and may include

binding sites for proteins initiating transcription or miRNAs in

addition to cis-acting ncRNAs (Guil and Esteller 2012). We

next asked what types of B. floridae genes are frequently as-

sociated with our identified CNEs. We ranked the genes by

the number of CNEs they are associated with. The top 5%

chiefly included genes involved in regulatory functions and

developmental processes (table 2 and supplementary tables

S2–S4). In particular, some genes such as those encoding

Bruno4/6, Pax2, TIF1-alpha, and Neurexin-1-beta are associ-

ated with >100 CNEs, suggesting considerable evolutionary

constraints surrounding these genes (table 3 and supplemen-

tary table S5–S7).

Enriched Transcription Factor Binding Motifs in
Cephalochordate CNEs

After excluding the low-complexity motifs and other potential

false positives, comparing the motifs enriched in our cepha-

lochordate CNE sets to previously characterized binding motifs

of various transcription factors yielded 29 enriched motifs in

the WGA-based CNE set, 32 in the CSRM-based CNE set, 30

in the CNEs-intersection set, and 36 in the CNEs-union set

(supplementary table S5–S8). These enriched motifs matched

the binding motifs of several transcription factors including

homeobox, basic helix-loop-helix, Zinc finger, and basic

region-leucine zipper factors. These genes included Atf2,

Esrrb, E2f, Ebf1, FoxO3, Nrf, Pbx3, Pit1, Ptf1a, and Yy1 (sup-

plementary table S5–S8). This suggests that many, if not most,

of the identified cephalochordate CNEs bind transcription

factors.

FIG. 2.—An example of the cephalochordate CNEs identified in this study. The B. floridae Msx gene (B. floridae gene model ID = 278777). The genomic

coordinates on the top of the figure show the location (Bf_V2_40:950,557-959,820) of this region according to the B. floridae reference assembly. Seven

tracks are shown underneath: 1) A. lucayanum reads mapping depth, 2) mapped A. lucayanum reads, 3) B. floridae gene model, 4) WGA-based CNEs, 5)

CSRM-based CNEs, 6) the intersection of WGA-based and CSRM-based CNEs, and 7) the union of WGA-based and CSRM-based CNEs. On the mapped

reads track, each gray block represents a mapped A. lucayanum read with mapping quality �20. On the B. floridae gene model track, the orange blocks

represent the CDS region and the orange line represents the intronic region, whereas the arrows represent the transcription direction of the corresponding

gene. On the cephalochordate CNE tracks, each block represents an individual CNE that we identified in this study.
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Highly Conserved Cephalochordate CNEs Shared with
Vertebrates

Given that cephalochordates and vertebrates shared a

common ancestor >520 mya, we would expect at least

some of our identified cephalochordate CNEs to also be con-

served in vertebrates. As a proof of concept, for cephalochor-

date CNEs (from our CNEs-union set) associated with 50

important cephalochordate developmental genes, which in-

clude 12 Hox genes (Hox1-Hox10 and Hox12-Hox13—Hox11

is partially missing in the B. floridae v2.0 assembly), 5 Parahox

genes (EvxA, EvxB, Mox, Cdx, Gsx—Xlox/Pdx is missing in the

B. floridae v2.0 assembly), and 33 other genes (ADMP/SPTSSB,

Ap2, BMP2/4, Brachyury, Bsx, Chordin, Engrailed, FoxA1,

FoxA2/HNF3, FoxD, FoxG1, Gbx, Gli, Hedgehog, Id, Msx,

MyoD, Nanos, Nk2.1, Nk2.2, Nk2.3/4/5, Nodal, Otx, Pax1/9,

Pax2/5/8, Pax3/7, Pax6, Pitx, SoxE, Tbx1/10, Tbx2/3, Wnt1, and

ZNF503/703), we preformed synteny checks to search for their

orthologs in seven vertebrates (elephant shark, zebrafish,

fugu, frog, chicken, mouse, and human) (See Methods sec-

tion). One Hox4-CNE, one Gbx-CNE, one Msx-CNE, two Tbx2/

3-CNEs, and three Znf503/703-CNEs were highly conserved

with our sampled vertebrates (table 4 and supplementary figs

S4–S11). We examined these eight CNEs using Ensembl

(http://www.ensembl.org/, last accessed July 20, 2016) and

the UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/index.

html, last accessed July 20, 2016) based on the well-anno-

tated human genome (GRCh37/hg19). We found that the

Hox4-CNE (Hox4-CNE-1) should be a 5’-UTR, whereas the

other CNEs evidently have bona fide cis-regulatory functions,

as suggested by several epigenomic signatures annotated by

The Encode Project (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007).

Furthermore, the Msx-CNE (Msx-CNE-1), 5’ of the coding se-

quence, and one ZNF503/703-CNE (ZNF503/703-CNE-1) have

been experimentally verified by previous studies (Holland et al.

2008; Hufton et al. 2009; Royo et al. 2011; Clarke et al. 2012).

Finally, for all of these eight cephalochordate-vertebrate CNEs,

we found that the sequence conservation between the two

cephalochordates (A. lucayanum and B. floridae) clearly ex-

tends beyond the core CNE regions, echoing the trend previ-

ously observed in vertebrates (McEwen et al. 2009; Maeso

and Tena 2016) that flanking sequences of ancient CNEs

tend to be more conserved between more closely related

lineages.

Previously Verified Branchiostoma cis-Regulatory Elements
Are Largely Conserved with Asymmetron

We compared the CNEs shared between A. lucayanum and

B. floridae with the 30 amphioxus (25 in B. floridae and 5 in

B. lanceolatum) regulatory elements previously verified in re-

porter assays (Manzanares et al. 2000; Yu et al. 2004; Wada

et al. 2006; Beaster-Jones et al. 2007; Holland et al. 2008;

Royo et al. 2011; Clarke et al. 2012; Irimia et al. 2012a; Maeso

et al. 2012; Van Otterloo et al. 2012; Acemel et al. 2016).

Twenty-six of these 30 can be mapped to the version 2.0

assembly of B. floridae; presumably the absence of the

other four is owing to errors in the assembly, which represents

a single composite allele, whereas version 1.0 of the B. floridae

genome used by Hufton et al. (2009) includes both alleles. Of

these 26 functional elements 20 (76.92%) were also present

in our WGA-based CNE set and in the CNEs-intersection set,

and 24 (92.30%) were in our CSRM-based CNE set and CNEs-

union set (table 5). The two CNEs that we missed are one Elav-

like CNE at Bf_V2_69:357679-357729 and one Irx-Sowah 9d

CNE at Bf_V2_14:300101-300634. However, we did find two

other CNEs located close to these genes (3 bp and 27 bp

away, respectively), suggesting that we might still recover

the potential functionally important regions represented by

these two CNEs. For those CNEs matched with previously

Table 2

Enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms for the genes associated with

most CNEs based on the CNEs-union set

GO-ID Term Category FDR

GO:0048468 Cell development P 1.46E-63

GO:0048869 Cellular developmental process P 2.86E-56

GO:0030154 Cell differentiation P 2.16E-54

GO:0022008 Neurogenesis P 2.49E-51

GO:0048699 Generation of neurons P 1.95E-49

GO:0030182 Neuron differentiation P 1.86E-46

GO:0007399 Nervous system development P 9.71E-46

GO:0009653 Anatomical structure morphogenesis P 1.01E-45

GO:0048856 Anatomical structure development P 1.99E-40

GO:0030030 Cell projection organization P 2.00E-39

NOTE.—The highlighted GO terms are shown as top 10 enriched GO terms
based on all of our four CNE sets. For the GO term category column, “C” stands
for cellular component, “F” for biological function, and “P” biological process. The
statistical significance was assessed by Fisher’s exact test with FDR correction.

Table 3

Cephalochordate genes associated with most CNEs based on the

CNEs-union set

B. floridae

gene ID

CNE count Gene product

description

89423 190 Bruno 4/6

56669 173 Paired box protein Pax-2

84482 171 Transcription intermediary

factor 1-alpha (TIF1-alpha)

96723 145 Unknown

201173 137 Protein CBFA2T1-like

89425 126 UPF0676 protein C1494.01-like

68413 125 Fibrinogen C domain-containing protein 1-like

281312 121 Receptor-type tyrosine-protein

phosphatase delta-like

208446 119 Neurexin-1-beta-like

84479 119 Disks large homolog 5-like

NOTE.—The highlighted genes are shown as top 10 genes associated with
most CNEs based on all of our four CNE sets. The gene descriptions were retrieved
based on BLASTP against NCBI nr database.
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Table 4

The genomic coordinates of eight cephalochordate CNEs that are also conserved in vertebrates

CNE Species Assembly version Chromosome/scaffolds Start End Strand

Hox4-CNE-1 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_12 935683 935734 +

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_14 5156972 5157024 +

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_79 1146070 1146121 +

D. rerio Zv9 chr23 36182558 36182606 +

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_66 127864 127912 -

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172692.1 1443781 1443838 +

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172862.1 463024 463072 +

G. gallus Galgal4 chr2 32825928 32825980 -

G. gallus Galgal4 chr7 15779237 15779290 -

M. musculus GRCm38 chr2 74727226 74727278 +

M. musculus GRCm38 chr6 52191689 52191741 -

M. musculus GRCm38 chr15 103034674 103034722 +

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr2 177016308 177016361 +

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr7 27170353 27170406 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr12 54447658 54447706 +

Gbx-CNE-1 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_98 338705 338749 +

D. rerio Zv9 chr24 35438769 35438813 -

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_107 110492 110536 +

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172651.1 1936474 1936517 -

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172651.1 1942293 1942336 +

G. gallus Galgal4 chr2 173160 173204 +

M. musculus GRCm38 chr5 24526927 24526971 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr7 150864986 150865030 -

Msx-CNE-1 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_40 953325 953435 +

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_3 13863219 13863320 -

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_53 4190366 4190495 -

D. rerio Zv9 chr14 168407 168543 +

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_116 868022 868152 +

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_3613 3253 3383 +

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL173077.1 691910 692039 +

G. gallus Galgal4 chr4 78386959 78387088 +

M. musculus GRCm38 chr5 37826828 37826956 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr4 4858647 4858775 +

Tbx2/3-CNE-1 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_147 3548171 3548268 +

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_47 3346941 3347032 -

D. rerio Zv9 chr5 57923023 57923117 +

D. rerio Zv9 chr5 75416575 75416677 -

D. rerio Zv9 chr15 26713164 26713258 -

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_84 934772 934875 +

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172708.1 2281836 2281930 -

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL173091.1 420790 420895 -

G. gallus Galgal4 chr15 12206709 12206815 -

G. gallus Galgal4 chr19 7638979 7639073 +

M. musculus GRCm38 chr5 119670890 119670994 -

M. musculus GRCm38 chr11 85832678 85832773 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr12 115122004 115122108 +

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr17 59477114 59477209 -

Tbx2/3-CNE-2 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_147 3549098 3549149 +

D. rerio Zv9 chr5 57923920 57923971 -

D. rerio Zv9 chr15 26712039 26712091 -

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_300 238408 238461 +

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_300 243979 244032 +

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172708.1 2280047 2280099 -

(continued)
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verified regulatory elements, we found that their sequences

tend to be generally longer than those non-matched CNEs

(Wilcoxon rank sum test, P-value = 1.849E-3 for WGA-

based CNEs and P-value = 5.485E-12 for CSRM-based

CNEs), but no statistical difference was found in sequence

identity between A. lucayanum and B. floridae (Wilcoxon

rank sum test, P-value = 0.9154 for WGA-based CNEs; se-

quence identity for CSRM-based CNEs is not readily

calculable).

The Number of CNEs Identified is Highly Dependent on
the Method

There are three previous genome-wide studies identifying CNEs

shared between Branchiostoma sp. and vertebrates. Two used

the B. floridae v1.0 assembly. Putnam et al. (2008) identified 77

CNEs based on B. floridae versus human, while Hufton et al.

(2009) identified 1,299 CNEs based on B. floridae versus

mouse, Fugu, and zebrafish. After removing redundancies by

mapping these CNEs to the B. floridae v2.0 assembly and re-

moving those overlapping with CDS regions or ncRNAs, 54 and

669 CNEs, respectively, were left. However, our CNEs-union set

matched only 21 of these 54 CNEs (identified by Putnam et al.

2008) and just 120 of those 669 CNEs (identified by Hufton

et al. 2009). Surprisingly, only 6 of the 54 CNEs in the first set

are also in the second set, even though both compared cepha-

lochordates and vertebrates. We think this large discrepancy

likely comes from the differences in methodology and conser-

vation criteria. In the study by Putnam et al. (2008), a WGA-

based method similar to ours was used, with the criterion of

60% nucleotide identity across a 50-bp window, whereas

Hufton et al. (2009) used a local-similarity-based method cen-

tered on conserved gene families. Also for the Hufton et al.

(2009) study, a later review pointed out that the authors might

have overestimated the CNEs shared between cephalochor-

dates and vertebrates given that they did not check the detailed

position and orientation of those CNEs relative to their respec-

tive target genes (Maeso et al. 2013).

The third study compared the Chinese amphioxus, B. bel-

cheri, with B. floridae and vertebrates (human and opossum)

using a combination of Lastz-ChainNet-based and BLASTN-

based methods. It found at least 135,046 CNEs shared

Table 4 Continued

CNE Species Assembly version Chromosome/scaffolds Start End Strand

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL173091.1 419230 419282 -

G. gallus Galgal4 chr15 12205007 12205059 -

M. musculus GRCm38 chr5 119669212 119669264 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr12 115123879 115123931 +

Znf503/703-CNE-1 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_167 2385480 2385629 +

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_3 13121560 13121704 +

D. rerio Zv9 chr5 26009609 26009746 -

D. rerio Zv9 chr13 17515432 17515575 +

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_7 2065877 2066001 -

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_86 79136 79279 -

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172676.1 1844110 1844257 -

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172901.1 202622 202765 -

G. gallus Galgal4 chr6 14130380 14130523 +

M. musculus GRCm38 chr8 26961370 26961507 +

M. musculus GRCm38 chr14 21991346 21991490 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr8 37532872 37533008 +

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr10 77165028 77165172 -

Znf503/703-CNE-2 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_167 2387049 2387137 +

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_3 13125570 13125657 +

D. rerio Zv9 chr13 17516606 17516696 +

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_86 78313 78398 -

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172901.1 199576 199665 -

M. musculus GRCm38 chr14 21988662 21988751 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr10 77162348 77162437 -

Znf503/703-CNE-3 B. floridae JGI v2.0 Bf_V2_167 2387253 2387382 +

C. milii v6.1.3 scaffold_3 13125892 13126016 +

D. rerio Zv9 chr13 17517345 17517461 +

T. rubripes FUGU4 scaffold_86 77609 77725 -

X. tropicalis JGI v4.2 GL172901.1 193902 194019 -

M. musculus GRCm38 chr14 21987870 21987987 -

H. sapiens GRCh37 chr10 77161518 77161635 -
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between B. floridae and B. belcheri, with 1,084 also shared

with vertebrates (Huang et al. 2014). Because this result is

based on their B. belcheri reference coordinate system and

not on B. floridae, it was not straightforward to compare

their results with ours. Therefore, using the same criteria

that we used for the Asymmetron–Branchiostoma compari-

son, we ran our WGA-based CNE pipeline to generate our

own CNE set shared between these two Branchiostoma

species. This resulted in 179,224 CNEs with a cumulative

length of 16.48 Mb, which is considerably more than the

CNEs-union set we obtained for the Asymmetron–

Branchiostoma comparison (CNE count: 113,070; cumulative

length: 15.84 Mb). Most of the A. lucayanum–B. floridae CNEs

(77.32% when calculating based on the CNEs-union set) were

recapitulated in the B. floridae–B. belcheri CNE set. Moreover,

for these shared CNEs across all three amphioxus species, the

comparison between the two Branchiostoma species reveals

longer sequence conservation tracts than the comparison be-

tween Asymmetron and Branchiostoma under the same crite-

ria (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P-value<2.2E-16). The same

trend holds for those ancient CNEs that are shared between

cephalochordate and vertebrates. All of these observations are

Table 5

Comparison between previously experimentally verified B. floridae CNEs or regulatory elements (REs) and this study

Functional

B. floridae

Genomic coordinate Literature source Comparison with

this study

CNE/RE name (in the B. floridae v2.0 assembly) WGA-based

CNEs

CSRM-based

CNEs

CNEs-

intersection

CNEs-

union

Elav-like CNEa Bf_V2_69:357679-357729 Hufton et al. (2009) X X X X

Engrailed RE Bf_V2_9:1267978-1274277 Beaster-Jones et al. (2007) 3 3 3 3

EvxA? RE 2473 Bf_V2_12:378112-378330 Acemel et al. (2016) 3 3 3 3

FoxD RE Bf_V2_113:901685-902885 Yu et al. (2004) 3 3 3 3

Hedgehog RE Bf_V2_205:188300-193172 Irimia et al. (2012a) 3 3 3 3

Hox1A RE Bf_V2_12:999003-1001503 Manzanares et al. (2000);

Wada et al. (2006)

3 3 3 3

Hox2B RE Bf_V2_12:986507-990914 Manzanares et al. (2000);

Wada et al. (2006)

3 3 3 3

Hox2C RE Bf_V2_12:980069-981704 Manzanares et al. (2000);

Wada et al. (2006)

3 3 3 3

Hox3B RE Bf_V2_12:977525-979277 Manzanares et al. (2000);

Wada et al. (2006)

3 3 3 3

Hox1 1655 RE Bf_V2_12:1119489-1119959 Acemel et al. (2016) 3 3 3 3

Hox1 1739 RE Bf_V2_12:1060551-1060880 Acemel et al. (2016) 3 3 3 3

Hox1 1784 RE Bf_V2_12:1018545-1019524 Acemel et al. (2016) 3 3 3 3

Hox1 1801 RE Bf_V2_12:1002265-1002697 Acemel et al. (2016) 3 3 3 3

Irx-Sowah 1a CNE Bf_V2_14:276485-278804 Maeso et al. (2012) 3 3 3 3

Irx-Sowah 5b CNE Bf_V2_14:351877-352857 Maeso et al. (2012) X 3 X 3

Irx-Sowah 6a CNE Bf_V2_14:424282-425437 Maeso et al. (2012) X 3 X 3

Irx-Sowah 6c CNE Bf_V2_14:315985-317211 Maeso et al. (2012) X 3 X 3

Irx-Sowah 9d CNEa Bf_V2_14:300102-300634 Maeso et al. (2012) X X X X

Irx-Sowah 10b CNE Bf_V2_14:378423-380890 Maeso et al. (2012) X 3 X 3

Irx-Sowah 10d CNE Bf_V2_14:301002-303621 Maeso et al. (2012) 3 3 3 3

Msx CNE Bf_V2_40:953259-953496 Hufton et al. (2009);

Royo et al. (2011);

Clarke et al. (2012)

3 3 3 3

Six3/6 CNE Bf_V2_245:211307-211352 Hufton et al. (2009);

Royo et al. (2011)

3 3 3 3

SoxB2 CNE Bf_V2_196:4387592-4387942 Hufton et al. (2009);

Royo et al. (2011)

3 3 3 3

SoxE RE Bf_V2_174:2742068 2744567 Van Otterloo et al. (2012) 3 3 3 3

Sp5 CNE Bf_V2_149:861774-862000 Hufton et al. (2009) 3 3 3 3

ZNF503/703 CNE Bf_V2_167:2385491-2385650 Holland et al. (2008);

Royo et al. (2011);

Clarke et al. (2012)

3 3 3 3

aAlthough there is no direct overlap between our CNEs and these two regions, we found other CNEs in the immediate proximity of these regions.
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consistent with what we would expect based on the phylo-

genetic relationship among these three cephalochordate spe-

cies. Chances are that many of these 180,000 CNEs shared

between B. belcheri and B. floridae are not gene regulatory

elements. These two congeners diverged about 100 mya

(Nohara et al. 2005). However, as cephalochordates are evolv-

ing particularly slowly (Yue et al. 2014), 100 mya appears to

be insufficient for meaningful CNEs identification in cephalo-

chordate genomes.

Experimental Verification of in silico CNEs in Zebrafish
and Amphioxus

To verify that some of the CNEs that were identified compu-

tationally really are functional cis-regulatory elements, we

generated Vista alignments between B. floridae and B. bel-

cheri and between B. floridae and A. lucayanum for five genes

(ADMP, BMP2/4, Brachyury, Mox, and Msx) (fig. 3). As this

figure shows, the Vista alignments for the two Branchiostoma

species reveal altogether too much conservation outside the

coding regions. Therefore, for each of these genes, we ran-

domly selected a noncoding region conserved between

A. lucayanum and B. floridae as well as with B. belcheri

(boxed in fig. 3) to test experimentally by linking them to

reporter constructs. For ADMP and BMP2/4, so many regions

are conserved between the two genera that our selection was

somewhat arbitrary. All reporter constructs were injected into

zebrafish eggs and, for the Msx 3’ CNE, into B. floridae eggs

as well (supplementary table S9; fig. 4). As injections into

amphioxus eggs are time-consuming, we did not attempt to

express the other constructs in amphioxus. The Msx CNE

downstream of the 3’ UTR has a central region of 11 bp

that is not conserved; therefore, while it could be considered

to be two CNEs in our in silico CNE identification, the entire

region was tested in expression assays.

All of the cephalochordate CNEs directed tissue-specific

expression in zebrafish, while the 3’ Msx-CNE also directed

expression in amphioxus (fig. 4). The amphioxus ADMP-CNE

directs expression throughout much of the zebrafish shield at

90% epiboly (fig. 4A). This domain is somewhat broader than

expression of the native zebrafish ADMP gene at the same

stage (Dickmeis et al. 2001). Expression driven by the BMP2/4

CNE recapitulates the expression pattern of the native genes

in both zebrafish and amphioxus at the gastrula stage—

broadly in both ectoderm and mesendoderm (fig. 4C). The

amphioxus Brachyury CNE recapitulates native expression of

the zebrafish Brachyury in the notochord (fig. 4E) (Schulte-

Merker et al. 1994). The native Brachyury gene is also ex-

pressed in the amphioxus notochord (Holland et al. 1995).

The amphioxus Mox CNE directs expression to developing

muscle in zebrafish (fig. 4G). Mox is expressed in developing

muscle in both amphioxus (Minguillón and Garcia-Fernàndez

2002) and in Xenopus, as well as in other mesodermal tissues

(Candia and Wright 1995). Zebrafish Mox orthologs meox2a

and meox2 are first expressed at the end of somitogenesis in

formed myotomes and later in fin myoblasts and specific mus-

cles of the head (Nguyen et al. 2014). The amphioxus Msx

CNE directs expression to developing muscle in both amphi-

oxus and vertebrates (fig. 4I-M), one of the two domains that

express the native gene (Sharman et al. 1999). The other

FIG. 3.—Vistaplots reveal high sequence conservation across cepha-

lochordate genomes. The genomic sequences with>50% sequence iden-

tity compared with B. floridae are shown for B. belcheri (denoted as B. b.)

and A. lucayanum (denoted as A. l.) around ADMP, BMP2/4, Brachyury,

Mox, and Msx genes. The CDS regions are depicted in blue, while CNEs

with 90% identity over 45-bp window are depicted in red. The tested CNE

for each gene was highlighted by the red boxes. The cyan bars at the

bottom indicate assembly gaps in A. lucyanuam.
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domain is in the neural tube. An amphioxus CNE 5’ of the Msx

coding region was previously shown to direct expression to

the neural tube in zebrafish (Hufton et al. 2009). Interestingly,

none of the four zebrafish Msx genes is expressed in muscle

(Akimenko et al. 1995). However, mouse Msx1 is expressed in

limb muscle precursor cells (Bendall et al. 1999). In the

invertebrates Platynereis dumerilli and Drosophila melanoga-

ster, Msx is expressed in presumptive myoblasts that give rise

to segmental muscles (Jagla et al. 1999; Ramos and Robert

2005; Saudemont et al. 2008).

These results show that comparisons between

Asymmetron and Branchiostoma are highly effective in

FIG. 4.—Amphioxus CNEs identified in silico by comparing cephalochordate genomes are functional enhancers in zebrafish. (A) ADMP CNE drives the

expression of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) into dorsal shield of zebrafish late gastrula. (B) Negative control for A shows no expression. (C) EGFP

expression driven by BMP2/4 CNE is present throughout the blastoderm with lower intensity in the shield region at gastrula stage. (D) Negative control for C

shows no expression. (E) The activity of the Brachyury CNE at late segmentation period. White arrows indicate expression in the notochord. (F) The Msx CNE

directs expression to the muscles. Red marks expression of DSRED directed by a muscle-specific zebrafish enhancer. Yellow shows co-expression directed by

both enhancers in the muscles. (G) The Mox CNE from amphioxus directs expression to muscle in the zebrafish. Red marks expression directed by a muscle-

specific zebrafish enhancer. Yellow shows co-expression directed by both enhancers in the muscles. (H) Negative control. EGFP expression with no enhancer

is nonspecific. Red indicates expression of a co-injected muscle-specific enhancer. (I–N). Amphioxus embryos. Anterior to the left. (I) Mid-neurula. Expression

driven by the Msx-CNE is mosaic in muscle. (J) Late-neurula. Expression driven by Msx-CNE is expressed strongly in muscle. (K) Negative control. Early neurula.

Expression limited to a single sick cell in the gut lumen. (L) Dorsal view. Expression of the Msx-CNE in muscles on the right side. (M) Dorsal view. Expression

driven by the Msx-CNE is in muscles on the left side. (N) Negative control. Expression of the empty vector in a single anterior ectodermal cell and in a single cell

in the vicinity of the muscles.
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revealing functional CNEs. Although the ones we tested func-

tionally were also conserved with vertebrates, it is likely that

most of those conserved between the two cephalochordate

genera but not vertebrates will also prove to be functional

enhancers.

Discussion

The Goldilocks Principle in CNE Identification

When CNEs are identified by comparisons of homologous

regions of DNA among different species, the sequences

being compared have to be conserved to just the right

degree. If they are too divergent, regulatory DNA sequences

may have moved in relation to the coding sequence; transcrip-

tion factor binding sites may have shifted position within the

regulatory element; or the sequence may have changed con-

siderably. If, on the other hand, the sequences are too highly

conserved, regulatory elements cannot be distinguished from

the background nonfunctional DNA.

The effective phylogenetic distance for comparisons of

genome sequences to reveal meaningful CNEs depends not

only on the divergence time but on the rates of evolution as

well. For fast-evolving organisms, the phylogenetic distance

must be small, while for slow-evolving ones, the distance be-

tween the organisms being compared must be much larger.

For example, tunicates are evolving much, much faster than

vertebrates and cephalochordates (Tsagkogeorga et al. 2010;

Yue et al. 2014). Genome sequence alignments between the

tunicate Ciona intestinalis and vertebrates revealed few, if any

conserved non-coding elements. In contrast, the genetic dis-

tance between the tunicates C. intestinalis and Ciona savignyi,

which split 3–4 mya, seems to be about the same as that

between human and chicken, which split about 310 mya

(Furlong 2005; Irvine 2013). Consequently, like comparisons

between humans and chickens and/or frogs, comparisons be-

tween the two congeners of Ciona have revealed many CNEs

(Russo et al. 2004; Irvine 2013). In addition, separate analyses

of the genomes of the two Ciona species and six vertebrates,

revealed 183 CNEs that are syntenic among vertebrates.

However, 182 of them were located in non-syntenic positions

in tunicate genomes (Sanges et al. 2013).

In contrast with tunicates, comparisons between fairly dis-

tant vertebrates, which are evolving relatively slowly, with

agnathans splitting from gnathostomes about 450 mya, and

mammals first appearing about 320 mya, have revealed nu-

merous CNEs. Comparisons between human and fugu initially

revealed about 1,400 CNEs (Woolfe et al. 2005). In addition,

of a set of 1,205 human CNEs distributed across about 1% of

the human genome, 1,142 were conserved with chicken,

1,035 with fugu, 789 with elephant shark but only 73 with

the lamprey (McEwen et al. 2009). This implies that CNEs

conserved between amphioxus and vertebrates are probably

performing vital functions. Although cephalochordates and

vertebrates diverged >520 mya, because cephalochordates

are evolving even more slowly than the slowest evolving ver-

tebrate known, the elephant shark (Venkatesh et al. 2014;

Yue et al. 2014), hundreds of CNEs that are shared between

amphioxus and vertebrates have been identified (Putnam

et al. 2008; Hufton et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2014). Some

of them are even conserved across greater evolutionary dis-

tance (e.g. also conserved in hemichordates and even proto-

stomes or cnidarians; Royo et al. 2011; Clarke et al. 2012;

Simakov et al. 2015). To identify more regulatory elements,

especially those cephalochordate-specific ones, we compared

the two most phylogenetically distant genera of cephalochor-

dates (Asymmetron and Branchiostoma), which diverged

about 120–160 mya. While intra-genus comparisons for

very fast-evolving species such as tunicates and relatively

fast-evolving ones such as Drosophila (Schmid and Tautz

1997; Makunin et al. 2014), which diverged 30–40 mya,

have revealed numerous enhancers (>2,000 for Drosophila),

for very slowly evolving species, comparisons over a much

wider phylogenic distance are better. Thus, as fig. 3 shows,

for cephalochordates, even the 112 million years of separation

for Branchiostoma (B. floridae and B. belcheri) estimated from

mitochondrial DNA sequences (Nohara et al. 2005) does not

suffice to separate the CNEs from background sequences.

Levels of conservation for ADMP, BMP2/4, Brachyury, Mox,

and Msx in the 3–5 kb up- and downstream of the coding

regions and in the introns are high between two

Branchiostoma species, revealing only a few regions with

�50% identity. This widespread conservation in the noncod-

ing regions of Branchiostoma species echoes a previous ob-

servation about the Hedgehog locus of Branchiostoma; the

noncoding regions of this locus are strikingly similar among

the three Branchiostoma species (B. floridae, B. lanceolatum,

and B. belcheri; Irimia et al. 2012b). In line with the very slow

evolution, conservation between Branchiostoma and

Asymmetron is also fairly high given the 120–160 million

years since they diverged (Kon et al. 2007; Yue et al. 2014).

Although some of the 113,070 CNEs we identified that are

conserved between A. lucayanum and B. floridae may not be

functional regulatory elements, with 23,000 genes in cepha-

lochordates, one would expect to find a minimum of 50,000

regulatory elements. Therefore, in contrast to the species of

Branchiostoma, the Asymmetron versus Branchiostoma com-

parison seems to be better for identifying functional regulatory

elements. Remarkably, these two genera will hybridize and

develop at least to the mid-larval stage even though they

have different numbers of chromosomes (2n = 38 in B. flor-

idae; 2n = 34 in A. lucayanum) and different sized genomes

(480.40 mb after excluding the sequencing and assembly gaps

in B. floridae; 645 mb in A. lucayanum) (Holland et al. 2015).

Comparisons between these two genera and their hybrids

promise to be highly informative for understanding the ge-

netic mechanisms of development, in general, and the con-

struction of gene regulatory networks in particular.
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CNE Evolution

Once CNEs have been identified between one or more

groups, comparisons with somewhat more distantly related

organisms can show how CNEs have evolved as organisms

have diverged. For example, comparisons among mammals

have revealed loss of many CNEs in one mammalian lineage or

another (Hiller et al. 2012; Villar et al. 2015). CNEs that were

not lost in any mammalian lineage were, in general, older than

those that were lost. Similarly, comparative genomics revealed

several possible enhancers near the Shh gene conserved be-

tween the coelacanth and some sarcopterygian and actinop-

terygian fishes and verified in reporter assays (Lang et al.

2010). However, several of these CNEs were missing in

more recently evolved sarcopterygian and actinopterygian

fishes.

Not only can old enhancers disappear during evolution, if

they persist they may retain old functions and/or acquire new

functions. Examples of such functional conservation are the

Msx CNE in the present study and a CNE near the EBF3 gene in

lamprey and human (McEwen et al. 2009). The amphioxus

CNE near ZNF503/703 and its two vertebrate homologs show

that CNEs can both retain old functions and acquire new ones

in evolution. This amphioxus CNE directs expression to the

amphioxus notochord and somites but not to the central ner-

vous system (CNS) and to some, but not all, of the domains

that the corresponding enhancers adjacent the human

ZNF503 and ZNF703 genes direct expression to in the

mouse (Holland et al. 2008). Moreover, the amphioxus en-

hancer directs expression in the mouse to one domain in the

eye to which the vertebrate counterparts do not direct expres-

sion. Similarly, in vertebrates, some CNEs associated with

GLI3, which transduces Shh signaling, show conserved expres-

sion in mouse and zebrafish, while one CNE, which directs

expression to the limb bud in the mouse and chick, directs

expression to the notochord and blood cell precursors, but not

to the limb, in the zebrafish (Anwar et al. 2015). In fact, such

examples of acquiring new regulatory functions by co-option

or modification of preexisting CNEs are prevalent in the evo-

lution of new regulatory elements (Maeso and Tena 2016).

New regulatory elements can also be gained via exaptation

of repetitive elements and transposable elements. For example

one family of RSR elements that function as transcriptional

enhancers in the strongylocentrotid family of sea urchins

evolved from repetitive sequence at the base of that family;

RSR elements are absent from other sea urchins such as

Heliocidaris and Lytechinus (Dayal et al. 2004). The co-

option of transposable elements for regulatory elements has

been well-documented (Britten 1997). An example of how

transposable elements may become candidates for new reg-

ulatory elements is shown by the amphioxus FoxD gene (Yu

et al. 2004). We noted a transposable element with many TCF

binding sites located about 1 kb upstream of the start codon

of the FoxD gene in a clone from a genomic library. However,

this sequence was not part of the tissue-specific enhancer for

this gene and, as it was absent from the same place in the

FoxD gene in the genome sequenced from another individual,

it had not become fixed in the population.

As more genomes become available, it may be informative

to investigate the amphioxus CNEs in the context of hemichor-

dates and early-diverged echinoderms. Two noncoding ele-

ments associated with the Pax1/9 gene were found to be

conserved among vertebrates, amphioxus and hemichordates

(Simakov et al. 2015), raising the question of just when the

amphioxus CNEs that we determined in the present study

evolved. However, given the different body plans of chordates

and ambulacrarians, as well as the rapid turnovers of cis-

regulatory elements in general, it may be difficult to trace

the origins of most amphioxus CNEs in deuterostome

evolution.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary files S1–S5, Figures S1–S11, and Tables

S1–S11 are available at Genome Biology and Evolution

online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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